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Baun Fitness: Focusing now on students Grace
Covell's
new kid °
on the l|
block

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

With the 49ers now hold
ing their summer training
camp here at Pacific, new
renovations were deemed to
accommodate the players
and staff. Some of the reno
vations included building a
new 33,000 square foot athlet
ic facility near Zuckerman
Field, adding air condition
ing to both Casa Werner and
Casa Jackson, and remodel
ing the Baun Fitness Center.
With the athletic depart
ment now given their own
office space, the administra
tive staff of Baun Fitness
Center has been transferred
from the athletic department
to student life. Carla Konet
will serve as the fitness center
interim-director replacing
former Baun Director John
McBride until the position
has been filled permanently.
With a new director new
hours may beginsoon, how
ever fees will likely remain
the same. Judith Chambers,
Vice-President of Student

w-

DOUG HINKLE
Pacifican Staff Writer

Vacant Baun Fitness Center waiting to be filled next week with brand new equipment
President DeRosa will soon
Life, "The focus will be much just the beginning of a re-cen
appoint a committee to take a
tering
process
with
the
fitness
more on the students said,'
look and analyze just what
Part of the remodeling of the center," says Chambers. "It
can be done in upgrading the
will
be
a
facility
open
longer
fitness center includes the
Baun Fitness Center in terms
purchase of new weight train hours on weekends, that will
of student fitness and well
ing equipment, as well as allow students to participate
ness. With these changes
new programming that will in recreation activities and
having taken place, the Baun
include aerobics sessions and provide an alternative to
Fitness Center is now focus
more of an involvement in organized parties or going
ing on the students.
intramural sports. "This is off-campus."

Pacific's athletic
dept. now under
new unified roof

rooms, as well as a student ath
letic resource center. Now that
See'Grace'page 2
the six different athletic depart
After 33,000 square feet of ments have been unified (they
and 2.3 million dol- were located all around cam
later, Athletic Director pus), communication and help Greek Changes
McNeely's vision of for the student athletes has Parking Guide
seeing UOP's athletic depart become by far more efficient.
Drinking Corequisite?
ment centralized has come Cindy Spiro, the Associate
Director
of
Athletics
for
Boxers Hypocrisy
true. The new athletic office
Operations,
said,
"students
can
building houses over 45 indi
now receive treatment, talk to ASUOP Welcoming
vidual offices, six administra
tion work areas, and a recruit their coach, and speak to an Junior Mint
ing room specially designed to academic advisor without even Soccer
attract prospective athletes. leaving the building." Spiro
adds that this is a "great No. 1 Pick
There are four men's locker
See Athletic Dept., page 3
rooms, five women's locker

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

The new athletic office facilities south of the Spanos Center.

What does it take to be a
head resident? Hopefully they
just donft hand the job out to
any yahoo who comes
strolling through the door.
Fear not, Joseph Martinez the
newest head" resident has
earned
his qualifications
through senior seminars on
conflict management and com
munication.
Martinez is a graduate stu
dent pursuing i Master's in
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l
Communication. After having
just finished his first week at
Grace Covell Residence Hall,
he discussed his goals and
thoughts on residential life.
Martinez is a graduate of the
University of La Veme, a small
college in Southern California,
whose family-like atmosphere
due to its size instilled in
Martinez a positive outlook on
residential-life. There were a
thousand students on campus,
so it was easy to get to know
people. During his junior year,
he worked as hall coordinator.
During his senior year
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#hi Delta Theta enjoying a change in scenery
~

JOE GAI4IN4
I'at ifican itwff Writer
This fall, things are chang
ing for the Phi Delta Theta
" fraternity, and the changes
seem to be in their favor. Phi
Delta Theta has now moved
from the C-Section of the
Townhouse apartments to
3604 Pacific Avenue.
Formerly known as the
"Pacific House," the white
house, which now bears Phi
Delta Theta's greek letters,
had previously been occu
pied by two other greek asso
ciations. In the late eighties,
Alpha Chi Omega called it
their home until they moved
onto campus. After they
moved, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
lived in the house until being
evictied in 1997. The follow
ing year it was refurbished.
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Several renovations have
already taken place at the
new house, and there are
more promised in the future
Besides a new paint job and a
renovated kitchen, a new
parking lot has been built in
the back. Central air condi
tioning has been added to
part of the house, and soon, a
direct internet hook-up will
be in place.
The Phi Delts welcome
visitors who want to see the
With a fresh coat of pabit atul new greek letters the Pacific House becomes home to Phi Delta Theta. new house. They stress,
encounter, the kind that however, to use the cross
after a small kitchen fire, and went into full swing.
comes from living in a single walk instead of playing
The
Phi
Delts
look
forward
was utilized for graduate stu
dent housing. Low graduate to living in their new home house. President Noah Gold- "Frogger" on Pacific Avenue.
occupancy forced Residential and its close proximity to Jacobsen commented, "We've Not only could you get hit by
Life and Housing to consider campus. They also look for been living in twenty-three a car, but Public Safety has
different options, and, last ward to the new kind of seperate houses, and now, we been ticketing J-walkers and
spring, contract negotiations unity that they hope to all get to live in one. Its it's fifty dollars per offense.

Grace

Continued from page 1

Martinez was a residential
assistant. When asked how
he thought he could improve
the residential life at Grace
Covell, Martinez answered,
"One thing I could do would
be to help build a sense of
community among the resi
dents."
Martinez, a one-time law
student was steered towards
his present occupation by the
overwhelmingly
positive
experience he encountered in
residential life. Martinez does
acknowledge that the activi
ties the resident halls plan Head Resident, Joe Martinez.
such as Casino Night will positive image for those who
have a hard time competing live there. Students who think
with the all-night parties at of Grace in negative terms
the fraternities on both sides tend to be third-party
of Grace Covell. "But they observers who never lived
attract different crowds, the here. Improvement is always
people who go to the fraterni possible though, and when
ty parties aren't necessarily asked about three goals he
the same ones who come to had for himself he replied,
the campus sponsored events. "To improve my administra
The ones at Casino Night are tion skills...continue with my
more likely to get involved in graduate work, and find out
student leadership, the frater where I'm going to be next
nity parties are for those stu year."
Ric Baker the Resident
dents who seek a more social
life than the residencies can Director had this to say about
Martinez's first week on the
provide."
While he doesn't claim job, "Joe rose to the challanges
Grace Covell to be the model that Grace Covell presented
for good behavior and clean him."
living, he thinks Grace has a

AKL to adopt substance-free
housing policy for new year
KEITH GILCHRIST
Pacifican Guest Writer
The fraternity of Alpha
Kappa Lambda is adopting
substance-free housing at its
45th national convention held
August 6th through the 9th in
Snowmass Village, Colorado.
"The undergraduate and
alumni of AKL feel that sub
stance-free housing is neces
sary for the future of the frater
nity," said Ed Wilson, presi
dent of AKL. "The adoption of
this standard with the values
of Select 2000 will assure our
existence for many years to
come," he said.
AKL will implement a zerotolerance policy of any alco
hol-related incidents in its
organization
beginning
September 1998. Effective
August of 1998, AKL chapters
found guilty of an alcoholrelated incident or whose GPA
is below the all-fratemity aver
age will be designated sub
stance-free. The fraternity's
board of directors adopted the
principles set forth in the
Select 2000 initiative as the
standard of operation effective
January 1,2000.

AKL, the first UOP fraternity to begin substance-free housing
A 11
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All AKL chapters will operate substance-free by August
of 2001. This action addresses
the importance of maintaining
AKL as an organization of
highest choice," said Keith
Gilchrist, executive director of
AKL. "The fraternity is ensur
ing its future."
The Select 2000 initiative is a

iset of values developed by
the
National
iniprfraternity
iNanonai
Interfraternity
Conference to promote scho
arship, responsibility
to the
university and community,
accountability, ethical leader
ship, honesty and integrity
through collaborative efforts 0
students, fraternities, an
alumni.
.
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Cornell senior launches cultural insensitivity campaign
BY ERIC HUDSON
Cornell Daily Sun
(Cornell U.)
(U-WIRE) ITHACA, N.Y. -

Seeing Ronald McDonald
karate chop the Golden
Arches was just too much for
Paul Leung '99.
Early in the summer, the
fast food chain McDonald's
began a promotional ad cam
paign for the animated Walt
Disney movie "Mulan." The
campaign featured television
commercials and food items
vhich Leung said promoted
itereotypical imagery of
\sian-Americans.
That campaign prompted
jn e-mail from Leung to
some friends
detailing
McDonald's transgressions.
[Te eventually sent the e-mail
to the nearly 400 members of
Cornell's Chinese Student
Association.

The e-mail circulated over
the Internet and gained the
attention of the national mag
azine Entertainment Weekly,
which profiled Leung in June.
"Mulan," released in June,
is the story of a young
Chinese woman who disguis
es herself as a man and joins
the army to fend off an inva
sion of her country. The
movie is based on an old
Chinese legend.
The two McDonald's tele
vision commercials Leung
found offensive depict two
boys - one African-American,
one Caucasian - banging on a
gong to announce the arrival
of "Mulan" happy meals.
The second commercial
shows a family sitting on the
floor to eat and finding their
table too high to reach. A
young Caucasian girl enters
and karate-chops the legs off
the table until it falls to the

family's level on the floor.
Ronald McDonald then
enters wearing a martial arts
headband and proceeds to
karate chop the famed
McDonald's golden arches.
"Five thousand years of
Chinese culture and this is
what they came up with,"
Leung said.
McDonald's did not return
phone calls from The Sun.
Leung said a representative
from McDonald's did contact
him, but did not offer any
apologies for the campaign.
In addition, McDonald s
changed the packaging for
Chicken McNuggets, selling
them in boxes that resembled
takeout containers from
Chinese restaurants. They
also offered a special
"Szechuan" sauce to accom
pany thenew packaging.
Written on the side of the
box was, "Run, don't wok to

McDonald's for a dynasty of
fun and Disney's honorable
new movie... Mulan."
"You have a major compa
ny like Disney and a major
company like McDonald s
with major outreach to chil
dren and have this great
opportunity [to portray
Asian-Americans]," Leung
said. "They spoiled it by the
way they handled it."
"They're
perpetuating
stereotypes," he added.
Leung said Disney sent
him a form letter in response
to his e-mails and never per
sonally addressed his com
plaint. Again, Disney did not
return repeated phone calls
from The Sun.
Joanna Su, director of the
advisory council on Asian
affairs for the commission on
human relations in Chicago,
where McDonald's headquar
ters is located, said simply

portraying Asian-Americans
as Americans in the commer
cials would have served the
ad campaign better.
"There is a pervasive image
[in the United States] of
Asian-Americans as foreign
ers," she said. "Thus, the more
exotic and unusual aspects of
our culture are highlighted."
"Why don't we just see an
Asian-American family going
into McDonald's without
throwing in a karate chop or
a special Szechuan sauce?"
she added.
" 'Mulan' wasn't offensive,"
Leung said, "and it had noth
ing to do withChinese take
out."
"The depictions of karate
and the gong [in the commer
cials] shows those symbols
that people associate with
Asian-Americans
haven t
changed much in the last 50
years," Su said.

Athletic Dept.

Hints for avoiding parking problems
BOB CALAWAY
Chief of Police
The following guidelines
will help avoid a parking cita
tion on campus:
1. A valid parking sticker is
required to lawfully park on
tire University campus. The
permit is valid for one year
starting on September 1 of the
current year. We enforce park
ing sticker violations between
8:00 AM and 5:00 PM. We do
not enforce parking sticker vio
lations after 5:00 PM or on
weekends. The parking sticker
is placed on the outside of the
rear window in the lower right
comer of the window or on the
right side of the rear bumper.
The location of the parking
sticker is policy and help's
visually locate the parking
sticker to determine if the vehide is lawfully parked.
2. We enforce all other park
ing violation's year round in
the following areas: overnight
parking time zones torn mid
night unhl 6:00 AM; green time
zones; President's Office white
parking spaces; white visitor
parking spaces by Burn's

allow your vehicle to be stored.
Tower; service vehicle spaces; parking placard. The cost of
All outstanding tickets must be
handicapped parking spaces this violation is $250.00.
9. Parking is not permitted paid before the vehicle is
and red zones.
released. The cost for each tick
3. Overnight parking is not in the red zones located et does not include the tow bill
allowed on Chapel Lane, Stagg throughout campus.
10. The one dollar tempo nor the storage fee.
Way, President's Drive and
14. What happens if mv
Pacific Circle in signed areas rary parking permit received vehicle needs repair? The car
from
the
parking
meters
on
between midnight and 6:00
campus is good for one day. am using does not have a
AM.
University Parking Permit
4. We also enforce viola One meter is located in Pacific
Sticker?
You would go to the
tion's year round for parking in Circle near the Faye Spanos Department of Public Safety.
green time zones. The green Conservatory. Another meter We will give you a one day or
time zones are 15 minutes and is located at the entrance to the
multiple day temporary park
Long Theater Parking Lot
30 minutes parking areas.
ing permit. What if someone
11.
What
happens
if
1
do
not
5. Parking is not permitted
steals my parking permit that
pay
for
a
parking
ticket?
in the President's Office white
did not seal on foe window or
parking spaces on Atchley Section 4760 of the California bumper? You report foe inci
Way. A parking permit must be Vehicle Code states that you dent to Public Safety. We wi
issued by the President's Office cannot register your car if you issue a new permit application.
when parking in these four have parking tickets that are The application form is taken
not paid. There is also an
administrative
penalty fee for to foe Finance Center for a
6. Parking is not permitted
replacement permit
in the white curbed visitor not paying a parking ticket
15. What happens with foe
12. Section 12808.1 of the
parking spaces on Padfic Circle
fine
money collected from
in front of Burn's Tower. A vis California Vehicle Code states parking
tickets?
Tire
itor temporary parking permit that the Department of Motor University uses fine money to
is issued by the receptionist in Vehicles (DMV) will refuse to help restore campus surface
issue or renew a driver s
Burn's Tower.
license
if the applicant did not streets, repaint street markings,
7. Parking is not permitted
repaint markings in parking
in the yellow colored service pay their parking tickets.
lots
and replace worn or dam
13. If you have over five
vehicle spaces.
aged
traffic signs.
8. Parking is not permitted parking tickets that are not
Questions?
Contact Bob
in a handicapped space unless paid. Section 22651 (i) (1) of the Calaway at extension 3034.
you have a valid handicap California Vehicle Code will
454UPS
*
NP L3U' 0
11/07 31300-23
"11

Continued from page 1

recruiting tool" for future
UOP athletes.
There is a double usage of
the new athletic office space,
though.
During eleven
months out of the year, the
building is run by UOP, but
foe remaining time is shared
with the San Francisco 49ers.
When the 49ers are here,
many of the offices that are
used by UOP staff are vacated,
and some are shut down com
pletely as coaches are out
recruiting during the summer
months. With the 49ers using
the athletic office space as a
headquarters during their
summer training camp, stu
dents majoring in sports man
agement are able to receive an
excellent opportunity as an
interning within the 49ers
organization. Last summer,
the 49ers hired students for
that very purpose. Even
when the 49ers are in com
mand, UOP is still benefiting.

NEED A JOB?
Call the Pacifican
@

946-2115

1
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EDITORIAL

ED
Quote of the
Week
There a
time and
place for
everything,
it's called
college.
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SCOTT SWITZER
OP-ED EDITOR
946-2114
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Drinking is NOT a corequisite of college.
School is once again in ses
sion. Students will have to get
used to early morning classes
and late nights studying. It is
time once more for thirty hour
cram sessions, living on noth
ing but coffee and a cup of noo
dles.
Classes will inevitably stress
many students, and is there
any better way to relieve stress
than to party all weekend
long? Partying can help you to
forget all your troubles: Come
to think of it, partying can help
you to forget just about every
thing, including your name.
New students living on
campus, particularly in the
larger dorms, will soon learn
what the downside to partying
is. Even if these students do
not learn of the effects first
hand, the results of too much
alcohol will present them
selves in varying forms.
Whether these take the shape
of a screaming riot running

past your door at three in the
morning, or the ever lovely
walking into the bathroom to
find somebody perched over
the toilet playing "guess what I
had for dinner?," drinking will
make its presence known.
These aspects are all a part of
the college experience, the
good and the bad. Welcome to
college and the somewhat real
world.
Whether a person drinks or
not is that individual's choice,
and no one else can make that
choice for them. Friends, or so
called friends, may try to exert
some influence regarding these
matters, but it is up to the indi
vidual to make the final choice.
There have been stories circu
lated of people dying due to
alcohol poisoning on college
campuses around the country,
most likely because they did
not know their limits. Each
time, the story says something
to the effect that the individual

was pressured into drinking
and the group the person was
with, fraternities, or campus
policy were to blame. These
types of charges make little to
no sense. If a person drinks to
the point of death, they are one
of two things: Stupid or weakwilled. It is a tragedy to see
anyone die, but the blame
should lie solely on the indi
vidual. It is entirely too often
that society looks for some
where else to put the blame,
and rarely do people take
responsibility for their actions.
Many colleges and national
Greek organizations around
the country have been taking
action to prevent such unfortu
nate occurrences as death and
injury due to drinking. It seems
the only solution these associa
tions have come up with is
announcing that certain col
leges will be "drying up," or
banning alcohol on campus.
Unfortunately, the response

most popular with the stu
dents is getting drunk and
causing problems on campus.
This is probably not the best
way to demonstrate the ability
of the students to drink respon
sibly, but it does demonstrate
the difficulty there will be in
carrying out such a proposal.
No matter where the blame
is placed for the problems with
drinking on campus, you can
be sure that it will not be
placed where it belongs. It is
asking too much for each indi
vidual to drink responsibly,
know their limits, and act with
a little maturity? No one is
obligated to drink to the point
of blackout because other peo
ple may do the same. This
reaches back to the age old
question, if everyone else
jumped off a bridge, would
you? It looks very bad when
our future leaders spend the
early days of their campaign
using the local toilet.

Pacifican editorals represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the
third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at pacifican@uop.edu. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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Barbara Boxer will be forced to face her hypocrisy
ERIC DEWEES
Managing Editor
Remember Anita Hill's sex
ual harassment allegations
against Clarence Thomas, and
Barbara Boxer with six other
congresswomen
marching
over to a closed 1991 Senate
hearing to protest Hill's treat
ment by the committee?
According to political consul
tant Dan Schnur, "More than
any other politician in
America, she rode Anita Hill
to victory in 1992."
She
claimed that another woman

Regarding
the speech again in 1998. Rather, she is
Senator Boxer, remarking
appealing both to liberals and
on the Packwood incident, Clinton gave the night after he
moderates by advocating
told
the
San
Francisco testified before a grand jury
increased gun control and
Chronicle, "1 am glad I called convened by special prosecu
improved education through
attention to the case, and the tor Kenneth Starr she said,
increased federal and state
"He
spoke
what
was
in
his
rest of it was common sense. I
spending,
while
taking
heart.
He
took
full
responsi
do believe that if I hadn't
responsibility for California's
bility.
A
lot
of
people
say
he
called attention to it, it might
strong economy and a plan to
have been swept under the wasn't contrite, but the impor
encourage tax cuts.
rug. Once the American pub tant thing is that he took full
This is odd considering that
lic looked at it, they demanded responsibility."
in
1992 she explained, sexual
Boxer, whose daughter is
justice."
harassment "is especially
married
to
Hillary
Clinton
s
Today, Boxer herself has
painful if you are in your
broom in hand, and is violent brother, now says that pres
twenties and you are a woman
suring
Clinton
to
resign
ly sweeping the Clintonin a man's field."
Lewinsky scandal under the would "tear the country
Representative
Anne
apart."
rug.
Northup
(R.
-KY)
told
The
Boxer's comments were far
Associated
Press,
"I
would
say
weaker in comparison to
the
Democratic
women
[in
Senator Feinstein's harsh
words. Feinstein told the Los Congress] have shown them
Angeles Times that she also selves to be very selectively
"was present in the Roosevelt outraged."
Senator Boxer would be the
Room in January when the
first
to scream impeachment if
president categorically denied
these
allegations were against
any sexual involvement with
a
Republican
president. Not
Monica Lewinsky. I believed
only
is
she
playing
extremely
him." She felt particularly
partisan
politics,
but
she's pro
betrayed by the president
because Clinton pulled her tecting family interests as well.
aside at that event and assured Have women's interests, par
ticularly those regarding sexu
her the allegations were false.
This hypocrisy is sure to al harassment issues, been
land squarely on Boxer's represented as she promised
shoulders. Boxer's boisterous in 1992?
As Tennessee Williams
and outspoken approach
wrote,
"The only thing worse
toward sexual harassment in
than
a
liar
is a liar that's also a
the past, especially in the 1992
hypocrite!"
election,
has
not
been
seen
have learned your lesson."

was needed in the Senate to
guarantee other women were
treated fairly.
Perhaps you'll remember
the more recent resignation of
Bob Packwood in 1995 and the
resulting media spotlight on
Senator Boxer, as she was the
first to ask for his resignation.
As early as 1993, she pressed
unrelentingly for the resigna
tion after numerous allega
tions of sexual harassment.
She had plenty of anti-harass
ment rhetoric to spout before,
during and after his resigna
tion.

Mr. Clinton we support you and know you

The Salem witch trials of the 1990's
SCOTT SWITZER
Opinion Editor
Sex, scandal, subpoena,
and Starr. These four words
seem to belong together.
Kenneth Starr has been con
ducting an investigation on
the President for nearly four
years, in one form or another.
What originally started as the
Whitewater land investiga
tion turned to Paula Jones,
and
now
to
Monica
Lewinsky.
Ken Starr failed to tie the
Clintons to Whitewater, so he
went on to Paula Jones. The
Jones trial resulted in an
acquittal, so the next step was
to go on to Monica Lewinsky.
Although there may or may
not be some validity to each

and every case, it seems that
independent counsel Ken
Starr is far off the beaten path
dealing with what he was
originally hired to do.
The Whitewater investiga
tion did end with three con
victions, all associations of
the Presidential family, but
did not tie the Clintons to any
wrong doing. Unsatisfied
with this result, Starr turned
his attention to the Paula
Jones case. Although most of
the country was sure of the
President's guilt in this case,
the trial resulted in an acquit
tal. Undaunted by failure,
independent counsel Starr
turned his efforts to Monica
Lewinsky, the now infamous
White House intern.
The investigation carried

out by Ken Starr is entirely
out of hand. This man is
being paid by taxpayers to
conduct a modern witch hunt
on President Clinton. Some of
his key evidence, mainly that
of Linda Tripp, is now under
investigation for breaking the
law itself. In Maryland, it is
illegal to tape someone with
out their knowledge and con
sent. It is in this form that the
investigation is now under
investigation.
Make no mistake, I am not
approving
of
whatever
President Clinton may or
may not have done. If Clinton
has obstructed justice by
telling witnesses to lie under
oath, or committed perjury
himself, then he should be
punished. If this is simply a

case of adultery, then it is a
personal matter and should
be left in Mrs. Clinton's
hands. If it is simply a case of
adultery, then the case must
be resolved within the family.
It is not up to the taxpayers to
front the bill for the President
and his family's personal
matters.
The base of the matter is
this: it does not appear that
Ken Starr is as interested in
justice as he is in making a
name for himself. This inves
tigation has lasted for four
years
and
has
gotten
nowhere, yet Starr continues.
It is to the point that Starr is
"beating a dead horse," all
under the guise of justice. It is
time to move on, and let the
past remain in the past.

Have an
Opinion?
Send your latest
intellectual rant
to us and well
Share it to the
world.
We are located on the
third floor of Hand
Hall, or e-mail us at
pacifican@uop.ed u
All Letters must be signed
and include a phone number
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New laundry service webs throughout UOP
JOSEPH DE VERA
Pacifican Staff Writer
This year, students living
in Residential Life and
Housing facilities will have
the privilege of using the

new laundry services pro
vided by Web MultiHousing Laundry Systems
Incorporated. Web has
installed new and improved
Maytag washers and dryers
that are card-operated and

I
'

Tired of your laundry being a gamble?"

can be used with the touch
of a button.
The question of change
arose last year when UOP's
contract with the former
laundry service was up for
renewal. Students were
unhappy
with
the
inconveniences the for
mer laundry service
presented. Washers and
dryers malfunctioned
and it took days until
they were serviced.
Quarters
constantly
jammed the machines
and students lost time
and money trying to
find an available work
ing washer or dryer. In
addition, many stu
dents had to dry their
laundry twice to get
their clothes completely
dry.
The great hunt for
quarters also became a
hassle. Some students
walked
to
the
McCaffrey Center or the
library just to break a
couple of dollars for
quarters. With all of the
issues that arose last
year, Residential Life
and Housing, along
with the RHA, decided
to
explore
other
options.
James
Falcone,
Assistant
Dean
of
Students, and Kerry
Krueger-Devine,
Associate Director of

Residential
Life
and
Housing, examined all of
the issues, and developed a
bid proposal based on the
residents' needs. They sent
the bid proposal to several
companies, which special
ized in providing laundry
service to other colleges and
universities throughout the
country.
Web
MultiHousing Laundry Services
responded by addressing
the needs and concerns of
the students.
Keeping up with the
trends of today, the compa
ny provides UOP with cardoperated washers and dry
ers. Students can use the
UOP laundry card and add
five, ten, or twenty dollars
at the laundry card stations
located in the McCaffrey
Center, Grace Covell, Elbert
Covell, and soon to be in the
Townhouses.
This year, washers have
gone up a quarter; however,
students will still save
money because they will no
longer have to dry their
clothes a second time. In
addition, the new front-load
washers are guaranteed to
clean clothes better and can
hold twenty percent more
laundry than the former
machines. Students can also
use one-third less detergent,
which means that time and
money will be saved.
Detergent dispensers are
also located on the top of the

new washers so that stu
dents do not have to pour
the detergent directly onto
their clothes.
The new washers and
dryers are environmentally
and economically sound.
The school will save approx
imately $12,000 in utility
savings, which means that
the new machines use less
water, electricity, and gas.
Because less detergent is
used, fewer phosphates
from the detergent will pol
lute the water.
In addition to all of these
benefits,
Web
MultiHousing Laundry Services
has offered UOP a $6,000
investment in upgrading the
school's laundry facilities.
The company has also
agreed to offer the students
one free night of laundry at
no charge to the school at
the beginning of each
semester.
I had a chance to try out
the new laundry services
and I was impressed with
how convenient it was to
insert my card and press a
button. I particularly liked
the timer on both the wash
ers and dryers so that I did
not have to constantly check
on my laundry or forget
about it. Students who have
tried the new services are
impressed and satisfied.
With all of these great bene
fits, UOP welcomes Web to
its housing facilities.

A welcome message from your student leadership
Welcome both new and old
to a new year and, a new bout
here at the Pacific college area.
How we have ended up in this
predicament
known
as
University, is sometimes a mys
tery. It is for sure based on a
diverse set of reasons and
assumptions. Why are we here
studying at 4am, stressing,
miles for home, or sometimes
laughing only to keep from cry
ing? This is a question some of
us have asked only too often.
It is safe to say that the
majority of us have come to
Pacific looking to better our
selves as we progress into "the
world" and mature as success

ful adults. The reasons as to
why Pacific can achieve this for
us are perhaps as diverse as a
psychedelic patchwork quilt.
Regardless of the reasons you
will find many of them wholly
justified and your expectations
unwaveringly filled.
However, what do you do
when things aren't quite so ful
filling? You know when that
O-Chem.,
Operations
Management, Contemporary
World
I, Mechanics of
Materials, or heaven forbid
Mentor I class is hitting you
harder than a semi - truck? If
you're like many students the
first thing you do without hesi

tation is procrastinate, hoping
that maybe (just maybe) the
buck will pass over you.
The next thing we do is look
for something to relieve the
symptoms, brought on most
likely by shear frustration. This
may come in the form of any
number of enhancing activities
that pull us out that box like
academic zone. Greek organi
zations, Community Council,
Academic
Professional
Organizations, Intramurals,
watching volleyball, watching
in Television, or working out.
However, sometimes things
aren't so simply, and that lack
of fulfillment comes from a true

shortcoming in the University. depend on you as students to
Perhaps this situation, other make them busy with feed
than deciding your major, is back.
one of the hardest to reconcile.
Having worked with stu
Truthfully though, it need not dent leaders in all areas of cam
be, as there are a number of pus life, I can attest to the effec
avenues to express yourself tiveness of open communica
and regain your since of fulfill tion in determining the quality
ment.
and direction of student pro
Your student government, grams and services. If nothing
ASUOP, is one of the best chan else communicate with your
nels to communicate to your student leaders.
needs concerns to the
Entrance into this college
University community.
In arena occurs under a diverse
addition, you'll find that there set of reasons & assumptions.
are many direct channels to the
Universities staff, administra
Russell Marzette
tion, and faculty, available to
ASUOP Presidetit
you. However, these channels

T
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director of the Counseling Center

ARA ZAMANSKY
'acifican Staff Writer
Are you experiencing
ome kind of problem with
our life? If you are having a
roblem or difficulty, it is a
ood idea to talk about it and
Itempt to solve it. The probm can be about any part of
our life ranging from friend
inflictions to difficulty in
asses. If you need to chat
ith someone, it can also be
iout the happy things in
iur life such as good grades
: accomplishments. Either
ay, if you need to talk there
e experts here on campus
be there for you any time
ay or night.
Ready to help you out
ith your life is newcomer to
e counseling center staff
isan Williams Quenlien.
le is the new director of the
lunseling center here at
.O.P. ( if you forgot where
e counseling center was
'er the summer or you are
w to U.O.P, it is located in
e back of the Cowell Health
?nter.)
When I say
uenlien is new to the staff,

it is no joke. She started on
August 10, 1998. Quenlien
has only been working here
for about a month and she
appears to be happy at her
job.
Quenlien may be new to
the counseling center, but she
is not new to the U.O.P cam
pus. That's right, Quenlien
was also a student here on
this beautiful campus. She
went on from U.O.P to
receive her BA at Sonoma
State and her MA at San Jose
State. Quenlien furthered
her education on the east
coast at the University of
Rhode Island where she
received
her
doctorate.
During her doctorate pro
gram, she also completed a
two-year internship in clini
cal
psychology
at
Massachusetts
General
Hospital.
Quenlien always wanted
to be in a helping profession
working with people in dis
tress and giving special
attention to those who need
it. Working as a volunteer at
the Stockton State Hospital
as a student was a great expe

Greek Life
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Director full of answers
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A

p e n

A
Z
is the 18th of September;
we are going with a pro ¥

B
X

Phi Delta Theta
rience for her as well.
Now, as the Director of the
The men of Phi Delta hibition /20's theme. On
Counseling Center, she is ful
E
Theta
would like to wel- a more philanthropic Q
filling her dream. Her days
$
come
all the new and note, we held a Big Y
are filled with seeing stu
p
returning
students and Brother event at our
dents in therapy, doing out
T
£
faculty
back
to school. In house over the summer,
reach programs in classes
case
you
haven't and a few brothers par Z
and in residence halls. She
noticed, we moved from ticipated in a campus P
will also be busy setting up a
M the townhouses and we clean up. More news to 0
sexual assault team program
come in the near future. n
and she wants to start group N are now located across
Q Pacific Ave. next to the
therapy programs as well as
Delta Delta Delta
t-t church in the white Phi
the individual therapy ses
N
Delt House. Today we
sions.
The Tri Delt ladies M
are having open house
Quenlien's aunt inspired
P
and
a
barbeque. would like to thank A
her to strive to achieve her
everyone who came over K
goals. She was a positive role X Everyone is welcome to
and enjoyed our back-top
stop
by
and
hang
out.
model because she began her
r
school barbeque last
career when women usually Y Once again, we welcome
<D
everyone back and wish week; we had a great
did not seek advanced
_ you all good luck with time visiting with fami- E
degrees.
lar faces and getting to A
~
classes.
Quenlien feels most peo
know some new ones! N
N
ple spend too much time
Q
Alpha Kappa Lambda We are very excited
worrying about the pressures
O
about the semester's
of life and do not spend n
The men of AKL upcoming events and n
enough time loving people 0
would like to welcome looking forward to a 0
and enjoying life. She sug
P
everyone to school. We successful Fall rush. p
gests to just take life easy and
L have some wonderful Good luck to everyone
make responsible decisions.
as the semester gets
She would not trade working p things planned for this
T
started!
Y
semester.
Our
first
party
with college students for
Y
anything. She encourages
Q
everyone to drop in and chat, T ' Z A B X A E t D T K A M N O n G P
about anything, day or night.

o

z

ienvenidos Amigos To:

TEPA TAQUERIA
REAL MEXICAN FAST FOOD
• Tacos
• Tamales
• Tortas
• Combinaciones
• Nachos
• Quesadillas
• Camarones • Enchiladas
• Burritos
• Hot Plates
• Carnitas
• Menudo y Birria Sat. & Sun.
1205 W. March Lane
Stockton, CA 95207
(209) 476-8802
Open Daily 10:00 AM TO 9:00 PM
College Square Shopping Center
NEXT TO MERVYN'S

10%

1/2
OFF
, SMOOTHIE!

[
GST HEALTHY OH THE GO...
i! BU^ ONE m0OTHIE AT REGPPICE,t
More than a Smoothie! |
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\
Chews km over £ frech
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Thursday
September3 1998
P.R.S.S.A

Knoles Hall Rm. 210
First meeting, election of
officers, pizza. Open to all
interested parties

Year Openinx Remarks Pres. Donald DeRosa
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
Open
to
the
entire
University community

Monday
September 7 1998
Willie Horton - Blues
Guitarist
Maxwell's Bookmark
2103 Pacific Ave.
466-0194 for info

Tuesday

September 8 1998

S.H.A.C.
Every Tuesday 7-8 pm
Discuss this year's programs
regarding health issues.
Free Pizza.

September 28 1998

Stephen Boyd - Folk,
Clasic Rock and a bit of
Blues
Maxwell's Bookmark
2103 Pacific Ave.
466-0194 for info

Monday
September 14 1998
By Way of Joshua
Acousticc Folk
Maxwell's Bookmark
2103 Pacific Ave.
466-0194 for info

Monday
September 21 1998

on
1.

Dana Rae Park &
Friends - Folk
Maxwell's Bookmark
2103 Pacific Ave.
466-0194 for info

month

Monday

The Pacifican
We are currently seeking new
additions to our team.
Distribution, Editor, and
Writing positions are
still available.
To find out more call us at
946-2115
Celebrating 90 years of service
to the Pacific community.
1908-1998

Today's Event

Presidential talk Sept. 3
President Don DeRosa will offer
his "Year-Opening Remarks to
the campus today at 4 p.m. in
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
The event for the entire
University will be followed by a.
reception in the President's
Garden.

PACIFICAN
CLASSIFIEDS

Used
soda
machiil
S1000/obo. (209)462-582f
74 Triumph TR6. Nice,
red, $6200. Call Bob @
209)239-3687.
Bicycles. 6 inexpensive
road bikes. Great transjortation!
Many sizes,
men's
and
women's.
Possible delivery. (209)4775122.

Services
Are you feeling stresset
tired? tense? hurt? or ha1
ing a lack of motivation?
full body massage from
certified massage therapi
could easily resolve the:
problems. Contact Aaron
(209)942-1134

Steel buildings. Severe
lessoi
summer heat forces liqui Boxing
dation
of
contractors (amateur/self-defense/pn
inventory.
25'x30', fessional) Coach Martin'
30'x50', 40'x60', 45'x70', (209)462-5822.
51'xl00',
55'xl20',
60'xl75'. Save thousands!!
Will deliver. 1-800-411-587
ext 906.
__
Obtain certified copy of
Diana Princess of Wales
last will and testament.
Send $10 cash, check, or
money order to P.O. Box
4521 Stockton, CA 95204.

Call Laura Benson a
946-2114 to place
your classified
advertisment.
Just $1 per line for
students, staff, and
faculty. $2 per line fo
all others. Let us hel|j(
you.

T h e
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ior a tropical atmosphere: The Breadfruit Tree
LLY CACCIAPAGLIA
:ifican Staff Writer

[any of you have never
the
pleasure
of
hbean dining. Well neihad I, that is until I went
he Breadfruit Tree. This
|ue restaurant is located
|395 Rio Blanco Road off
le Eight Mile Road exit
-5. Go west after exiting,
turn left on Rio Blanco,
43 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny's"

ifi/owiia ZFre&h
jC

•

A • F

• E

:

last of Chicken Sandwich

nrinated Carved from the Bone
From the Ranch to Us
Francisco's Best

Hamburger

ise 100% ground fresh chuck,
e livestock is fed the purest
Sural feeds without the use of
! wth hormones or antibiotics

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

bequed Beef Sandwich

am our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
BLT Sandwich
Hand cut Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

sh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Now Serving

resh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters
Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads

h Squeezed Lemonade
Milk Shakes
Made with Real
Ice Cream
STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

I/, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

952-7361. I wasn't sure what
to expect of this restaurant,
although friends had told me
it was good in a different sort
of way.
When you first walk in,
you notice the restaurant is
rather small with a beautiful
mural of the tropics covering
all walls. I found this aesthet
ically pleasing, yet sadden
ing because summer, along
with summer vacations, was
over. After mourning the
departure of summer break, I
decided to try the Jamaican
Kola Champagne, recom
mended by the friendly
owner / cook / waiter.
My
friend Scott, who is afraid of
soda, decided to try the spice
tea. Both drinks were very

good, although I have to say noodles, our mespo con
the spice tea had a very exot tained sunflower seeds,
ic, unique taste unlike any raisins, lots of veggies, and
tea I had tried before.
many spices that blended
Before I go on, I must men everything together for a
tion that we weren't handed palate pleasing experience.
any menus when we walked The seafood peleau con
in. In fact, we were never tained rice, two different
handed any menus. The kinds of mussels, crab, scal
menu was brought to us on a lops, veggies, and again
stand on a large dry-erase many spices. Both dishes
board. Scott and I tried two were very good, with a little
of what seemed like three added salt to help bring out
basic choices; the peleau (pa- the flavor. I can't decide
lou) and the mespo noodles. which is my favorite.
After Scott finished off
You have your choice of
chicken,
vegetables,
or both of our entrees, we con
seafood. So we got the templated trying their home
seafood peleau and the made chocolate bread pud
chicken mespo noodles, both ding. I usually don't go for
bread pudding, but having a
of which were about $10.
In addition to chicken and sweet tooth, and no other

The Junior Mint

(Formerly known as the Soph Spot)

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

To be blatant, we are back in
school. This being my third
year here at Pacific, I have
learned to notice the subtle and
barely noticeable changes in
scenery here at school. Take
for instance the eight-foot high
fence that surrounds all of
Knoles Lawn and wraps
around Burns Tower. The
average student might not
notice this, for, oh say ... at
least five minutes. There may
be even some freshman out
there that might think that the
fence is an actual part of
school. So where is the subtle
ty, you ask? Well, my theory on
the whole fence bit is that those
environmentalist wackos over
there in the science department
are trying to send subliminal
messages to students via the
fence. You see, by doing this
they are able to preserve every
possible insect and botanical
species on Knoles Lawn. We as
students better watch out,
because if we aren't careful,
they are going to start fencing
off other parts of the campus
just to save a few beetles and
moss that could one day be
endangered or worse yet,

mowed over by physical plant. on Campus?' The movie is
I know that some part of my actually pretty good. You
tuition goes to the upkeep of artistic people who like "the
that lawn. If I can't walk over arts" may think it crude and
what I paid for, then I want obnoxious. It is what I term
"stupid-funny." It is really
some of my money back.
UOP really moved up in the cool because there are so many
ranks this summer. I mean, Big shots of UOP in the movie and
Mike (for you freshman, Big the characters are people that
Mike = Michael Olowokandi) we as college students can real
was drafted numero uno (for ly relate to. The plot goes
you freshman, numero uno is along lines we are all too famil
Spanish for number one) and iar with: everyone wants to
the 49ers moved their summer start off getting a 4.0 and
training camp here. I don't studying hard and going to
know how many of you drive bed early, but let's be honest —
on 1-5, but we are blasted all - it isn't possible (at least not
over the place once you get after the first two weeks).
within a five-mile radius of Besides, once you go to a col
Stockton because of this 49er lege party, you are never the
thing. I think this is definitely same. There is this constant
a plus for our school.
yearning for more of that loud
Living off campus has given music, raucous dancing, and
me a new insight to life: you "other stuff" that seems to fol
must either prepare your own low.
One last thing, I thought
food or face the possibility of
spending your way into obliv about changing the column
ion at Viva Burrito or Jack in name to Z's Corner, but some
the Box. I won't go as far as tall guy with a lot of hair at the
saying that I miss dining hall Pacifican office didn't think it
food, but the fact that I never was a good idea. Can't under
had to prepare anything was stand why...the advantage I
nice. I'm not lazy, I am simply have over him is, that he is
a student who has a graduating this year and I'm
focus.. .and it just isn't on food not. So Z's Corner may still yet
preparation.
have a place here at Pacific.
Has anyone seen 'Dead Man Good luck with classes.

desserts on the menu, I went
for it. I was glad that I did.
The so-called pudding was
both sweet and spicy at the
same time. The vanilla ice
cream lounging on top was a
nice compliment.
The overall experience was
pleasing and relaxing. The
food,
atmosphere,
and
Caribbean music created a
restaurant that I would be
happy to visit again. Check it
out some night when you're
sick of burgers and pizza.
FYI: The Breadfruit Tree is
closed on Mondays, doesn't
accept
credit cards, but happily
accepts cash and checks.

The full LIVING
section will
return next
week.
HOLIDAY
C I NEM A
6262 West Lane
—j—
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955-5680

Bargain Matinees in ()
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office

54 - R

Daily: (2:30.4:45) 7:05,9:30
** No 7:05 on Sun 9/6 »
Early Show Fri-Mon (12:10)

Blade - R
Daily: (205.5:00) 7:35.10:15
Early Show Fri-Mon (11:15)

Dance with Me - PG
Daily: (1:30.9:20) 7:00.9:40
Early Show Fri-Mon (10:55)

How Stella Got Her
Groove Back - R
Daily: (1:45.4:35) 7:30.10:10
Early Show Fri-Mon (11:05)

Snake Eyes - R
Daily: (2:15.4:50) 7:20,9:55
Early Show Fri-Mon (12:00)

The Parent Trap - PG
Daily: (1:55.4:30) 7:10
Early Show Fri-Mon (11:25)

Saving Private Ryan - R
Daily: (4:25) 8:00
Early Show Fri-Mon (1:00)

There's Something
About Mary - R
Daily: (200,4:40) 7:15,9:50
Early Show Fri-Mon (11:30)

.ethal Weapon 4 - R
Daily: 9:45 PM

Mulan - G

Fri-Mon (11:00) Tues-Thurs (1:50)

Special Sneak Preview Sunday 9/06

Simon Birch - PG 7:05

Sports
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Preview: Soccer
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Preview: Men's Water Polo

New coach goes back to roots Kicking off the
Tiger new season

STEVE CABRAL
PKIfk.M siatt Writer

C. COLTON

Pacifican Sports Editor

Pacific water polo dives
into the 1998 season with a
Coach Keith Coleman
lot of excitement and the
prowls the sidelines and barks
return of many explosive
instructions knowing that this
players. Courtney Porter,
could be his best soccer team
new head coach this year,
yet.
has replaced interim coach
"We've got a bunch of real
Mike Haley. Porter graduat
ly
equal players," said
ed from Pacific in 1979 and
Coleman after last week's
was Lodi's Tokay High head
exhibition with Chico State.
water polo and swimming
"There's no one player that
coach at the age of 22.
= just dominates or stands out
His team this season
L on our team." The fifth year
should be powerful with
i coach hasn't even picked cap
their
big
gun
Daniel
Satchkov coming back from
tains.
Bryan Hasye, catching hill, gears up for water polo season.
an injury which sidelined
All-conference first-teamer
him last season. Also back graduating last year. One of
will provide more scoring Wendy Woolgar is back to
are seniors Brian Bayse, the seniors the team did lose power in the two-meter kick around her opponents.
Roman Yegiyants and Gabe was their goaltender Beau position. Other returning Her 10 goals and 12 assists last
Esposto who will help carry
Barbour. The keepers bat players include Pat Donlin, season led the team in points.
the offense.
tling for a starting position Andrew Tri, Kelly Foote, The 5-foot-7 senior has been
The team has incredible are Luke Ratto, Jeff Johnson Greg Adams and Brett slowed with a hip injury but
depth this year having only and Ryan Brown.
Ehlers.
will suit up at Stagg Stadium
lost two seniors. Todd
Two transfers from West
this Sunday for a noon game
The Tigers face California
Mitchell
and
Aarron
Valley
College,
Chris in their first home match at with Washington State.
Silberman return for one Spencer and Cody Cannon,
Kjeldsen Pool on Sunday,
The midfield corps is
more year of eligibility after have joined the team and
Sep. 13.
loaded with senior Michelle

NBA Draft.

continued from page 12
Scott Thomason and Corey
Anderson were at the draft in
Vancouver, B.C. to support
Olowokandi.
Olowokandi went from an
inexperienced English trans
fer student to the most covet
ed prize in the NBA Draft.
When he first arrived at UOP,
he hardly knew the Jow post
from the post office.
"Me has God-given talent,"
Anders told The Record on
draft day. "Every player
couldn't work that hard and
get that good," he added.
Olowokandi averaged 22.2
points per game and 11.2
rebounds per game while
becoming Pacific's career
leader in blocked shots with
160. As the 1997-98 Big West
Conference Player of the Year
he led the Tigers to a 23-10
record last season including
an NIT appearance and he
was named to the NABC
Honorable
Mention
AllAmerican team.

Corner
will host Washington State.
After that, they hit the road
for a month with games at
Santa Clara, Wyoming and
Air Force. If you don't go I'll
have Wendy Woolgar beat
you down.
Logo alert
Tommy the Tiger is no
more! Pacific's logo will no
longer be the butt of all the
other college logo jokes.
Sources have confirmed that
the cute cuddly Tiger on all
your bumper stickers and
hats has been replaced by a
meaner and leaner Tiger that
doesn t have a stinking little
hat. New logo to be unveiled
shortly! Good times.
Did you notice?
Did you notice that the
logo had been stripped off of
A™
A,„„20
S„BS
Stadium?
The return of Addie-tude
Former Tiger volleyballer
Addie Hauschild on return
ing to the Spanos Center for

Gardner and sophomores
Brooke Kentera and K.J.
Nishikawa. Gardner's speed
and power helped her score
nine goals last season. Kentera
is 5-foot-ll and has a sweet
cross pass.
"We'll just pick it up a
notch and give it our best,"
Kentera said about this sea
son.
Also at midfield, Vanessa
Uncool: Bragging to your
Brumer
and Shelly Cena can
friends about how you taught
contribute
speed and foot
"Big Mike" everything he
knows.
work. Senior forward Natalie
Cool:
Finishing
your Dorr is ready to showcase her
homework early to go the deft scoring touch. She netted
three goals and had five
Nike Tournament.
Uncool: Lame excuses assists for the Tigers last sea
about missing the Nike son and may be asked to do
Iournament.
more scoring this year.
"Some games I'm more of a
offC°°!r T,he new athletic
offices/facilities next to the set-up person, some games I'll
->panos Center.
get more opportunities to
Uncool: No bike racks to score goals," Dorr said after
UP y°ur cruiser and no
er stunning two-goal effort
against Chico State.
last
weekend's
Alumni
match: "I almost started to
cry when I heard the national
anthem. I looked back expect
ing to see another team. I was
the other team."
Cool and uncool
Cool: Reminiscing with
your friends about Michael
Olowokandi's highlights at
Pacific.

NB A spells greed
If the NBA lockout doesn't
wi»

T
be cheated
out of seeing the "KanAM»"

play ball,hisVeac

'

JrZ Jamee Lucchesi
torched the nets with six goals
she should see
time at forward spot
AsMeSh^an
midfielder
Ashley Dinwoodie looks as if

she'll see time for the Tiger
Defensively, the orange a
black are in good hands w
goalkeeper Kim McCask
The 5-11 junior from S
Marcos, Ca. stopped 80 sh
last season for an impressi
1.32 goals against avera;
Battling for the backup goa
job are freshman Erica Bay]
and
sophomore keep
Melissa Montgomery. Be
could spell McCaskey if 1
neck bothers her. She injur
it in Japan this summer wh
the team played in exhibit!
games.
Senior defender Joe
Vlasak will be aided 1
seniors Nikki Lasher ai
Amy Dysart. Vlasak an offe
defend
sive-minded
sparked three goals and fo
assists while starting all
games
last
seaso
Sophomore Tara Parker s
out last year after an injui
but is back to provide help
defender.
The Tigers face a demani
ing road schedule which h,
an extended road trip to pk
Air Force, Wyoming, San
Clara, and Fresno State. Tl
trip will keep them away f<
nearly a month. If the teai
fares well during this stretch
could be a telltale sign (
things to come.
"We've got to win our cor
ference," said Coleman. Th
NCAA Tournament expanc
ed its field from 32 to 48 thi
year and the Big West nov
has an automatic bid.
"If we've got a shot, this i
the year we've got to tab
advantage of it," Colenw'
added. "This is our yeai^___
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* review: Field hockey

figers off on the right foot
eaping into 98 season

acific to battle
Vest Chester
I bis Sunday at
y p.m. at
" rookside Field

g6 EVE CABRAL
ie cifican Staff Writer

?r [The UOP field hockey
^im had some big changes
0r the past year making it
1(j td to predict how the team
]e 11 fare during the 1998 year.
inje team graduated three
(liors including both of the
jehlies and their team caph. The biggest change,
pvever, is that the team's
e year assistant coach
da MacDonald has taken
r the head coaching Amanda Hardin (4) whisks the ball away with deft skill.
ies.
he team got off to a great cess this year. The toughest
PACIFIC FIELD HOCKEY 1998
t last weekend by beating task this year are the shoes
SCHEDULE
Alumnae 4-3. Senior the two freshman goalies,
Home a»me« In bold
ah Wright led the Tigers Lisa Beach and
Karis
:h two goals. Also scoring McGraw, will have to fill. Sun. Sep. 6 West Chester
it. Sep. 12 California
Pacific were freshman Both goalies played well in Sun. Sep. 20 @ Northwestern
ivanna Tripiano and junior the Alumnae game, making Sat. Sep. 26 UC Davis
Davis & Etkina
it. Oct. 3
a Phalen.
some nice saves, and they
Vright will look to lead the will definitely be a huge part Sun. Oct. 4 ® St. Louis
Sat. Oct. 18 Stanford
insive attack with the help of how well the team does Fri. Oct. 16
@ La Saile
seniors Brenda Doyle and this year.
@ Penn.
Sun. Oct. 18
@ Rutgers
Mon. Oct. 19
ira Clark. The defense is
Hoping to improve on a 3@ Stanford
it. Oct. 24
hored by senior Courtney 12 season a year ago, the
@ UC Davis
Sun. Oct.
vis, sophomore Beth Tigers face off with West Sat Oct. 25
@ Cat
31
:hinski, and the five Chester this Sunday at 1 p.m. Fri. Nov. 6 @ SW Missouri
aming freshman this year on Brookside Field. With only Sa-SuNcv. 7-8 @ Nor. Pac.
well as the rest of the four home games this season, Tournament St. Louis, Mo
jrning players will have a the road will become the
<A8 home gomes at 1 p.m.)
impact on the teams suc- Tigers' best or worst friend.

UOP Nike Invitational

(All volleyball matches are at A.G. Spanos Center)

Friday
Texas A&M vs. Creighton @ 5 p.m.
Pacific vs. Georgia Tech @ 7 p.m.
Saturday
Pacific vs. Creighton @ 11 a.m.
Texas A&M vs. Georgia Tech @ 1 p.m.
Creighton vs. Georgia Tech @ 5 p.m.
Pacific vs. Texas A&M @ 7 p.m.

Other events
Sunday
Women's soccer
Pacific vs. Washington State @ Noon
(Stagg Stadium)
Field hockey
Pacific vs. West Chester @ 1 p.m.
(Brookside Field)

All events are free to students with UOP ID and Fall 98 sticker
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Volleyball

outside hitters as well as 6foot-2 Courtney Miller of
Continued from page 12
Thousand Oaks, Ca. All
lot of us are older now, we're three could potentially chal
experienced at this level."
lenge for playing time and
Experience is no under make an impact.
statement for the Tigers who
Never
in
Coach
lost only one starter from Dunning's stint has there
last year's 23-9 NCAA been so much competition
Tournament squad. Junior for the setter position. Junior
Sara Bronson teams up with Tanja Dimitrijevic is deter
Chambers at middle blocker mined to make the others
to form a solid wall that battle for the backup setter
opponents will struggle position as she is the incum
with. Bronson looked much bent.
improved with a nine-kill
Last year she placed third
performance in a rout of the in conference with 12.82
Pacific Alumni team last assists per game. At 6-foot-l,
Saturday.
Dimitrijevic is taller than
Excited to be back, junior many outside hitters and
outside
hitter
Elsa she will be a force at the net.
Stegemann says she is the
Newcomers
Kara
same player she was before Gormsen
and
Megan
her injury "just with a big Hauschild (yes, she is the
brace" on her right knee. sister of former Tiger Addie
The Santa Cruz native was a Hauschild) will have their
medical
hands full.
Tuesday night's action
redshirt
J u n i o r
16 15 15
last sea Pacific
A n g e l a
son after Sac. State
Rosenquist
14 13 13
will even set
she tore
her anterior cruciate liga some in addition to helping
ment in her right knee in the out as a defensive specialist.
third game of the season.
"Tanja has improved so
"I'll have to be in more much over last season," said
control," Stegemann said Dunning.
"(Gormsen),
regarding her knee, "and everybody knows she is a
that actually makes my hit very good setter that is com
ting better."
ing off being rusty."
Gormsen, a Stocktonian,
If she attacks the net with
the reckless abandon like played at Arizona her fresh
she did two years ago (486 man season and sat out last
kills, 313 digs) she could be year while attending Delta
an All-America in 1998 and College. Hauschild may redpossibly take the Tigers to shirt this season.
Defensive
specialists
their first Final Four since
Kathy Tran and Heather
1990.
Another junior outside Await are back and walk-on
hitter, Jennica Smith is Michele Kelley will see time
poised to repeat her All-Big in the back row.
Departed senior Addie
West Conference first team
campaign of a year ago. Hauschild, part of last
Smith put down 420 kills Saturday's alumni team,
last season to lead the team seemed impressed by the
and
will
pair
with 1998 Tiger squad.
"I think they're going to
Stegemann to form a wicked
go really far," Hauschild
left side of the offense.
Sophomore
Danielle said after the alumni match.
Shinn from tiny Arnold, Ca. "They have depth at a lot of
will again start for the positions."
Pacific is hoping depth on
Tigers. Shinn came up big
last season when Stegemann the roster will equate to
went down providing 327 depth of how far they go
kills and brilliant play when into the postseason.
"If we can go from
the Tigers needed it most.
Freshmen
six-footers here,"said Dunning, "we
Clarissa Bonner from Texas might get some place really
and Jamie Hamm from good."
Nebraska join the corps of

Acinc|

j
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Kandi Man: Sweet No. 1 pick

Clippers take Olowokandi first; NBA lockout threatens cancellation of season
C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Editor
You must have been
extremely out of touch this
summer if you didn't hear that
Michael Olowokandi was
taken as the first pick in the
NBA Draft.
Virtually the entire nation
was introduced to the 7-foot-l
Nigerian-born, English-raised
hoops player that the majority
of us walked around campus
with the last three years. In a
city where one seven-footer
already
shacks
up,
Olowokandi will try to carve
out his niche with the Los
Angeles Clippers.
Long the jealous next-door
neighbor of the Lakers, the
Clippers made a move to solid
ify their future by taking UOP
graduate Olowokandi with the
first pick in the June 24 NBA
Draft. Many had thought the
Clippers would take Arizona
point guard Mike Bibby, but
Olowokandi's value had risen
in the week leading up to the

Sports Briefs
Dan Reichert, former
Pacific Ail-American, wins his
first start at the Kansas City
Royals AAA minor league
team. He threw six shutout
innings and struck out seven.
•All Pacific athletic offices
are now under one roof
(except for aquatics) thanks to
rennovations brought about
by the 49er training camp.
•Women's
basketball
names Sherri Murrell new
aead coach. A former head
coach
at
George
Fox
University.
•UOP Nike Invitational
opens this weekend at tl
Spanos Center with UOP facng Georgia Tech at 7 p.m

draft like shares of Intel in the
early 1990s.
Amid all the hoopla, the
NBA is currently under a
league-imposed lockout and
part or all of the NBA season
could be cancelled. This means
two things for Olowokandi:
first, he'd have to postpone his
rookie season for another year
and second, he would not
receive a paycheck until the
season resumes.
Neither the players' union
nor the owners have met in
several weeks leading most to
believe that the NBA will have
its first-ever work stoppage.
None of that was on the
minds of those celebrating
Olowokandi's big day back in
June.
"He's the No. 1 pick in the
whole NBA," Pacific assistant
coach Ron Verlin told The
Record on June 25. "He's a
great ambassador for the uni
versity. It's unbelievable."
Verlin and UOP players
See NBA Draft, page 10

C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Edi

Michael Olowokandi addresses media in LA. on June 25.

Preview: Women's Volleyball

Dig this! Tigers standing tall

UOP No. 7 in nation going into this weekend's Nike Tourney
C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Editor
What do you do when the No. 1 team in the
nation (Long Beach State) is in your conference?
Work harder, naturally.
And if a No. 7 national ranking by Volleyball
Magazine is any indication, then the Pacific Tigers
have been giving 110 percent going into this week
end's Nike Tournament at the Spanos Center.
Coach John Dunning has assembled a tough UOP
squad that could rival some of his national cham
pionship teams from 1985 and '86. Pacific will
square off with Georgia Tech tomorrow at 7 p.m.
"We've been working our butts off," junior mid
dle blocker Tracy Chambers said after last
Saturday's alumni match at the Spanos Center. "A

the Tigers deep into the postseason.

See Volleyball, page 11

Previously on hiatus
After a summer hit
tion, I am back to provic
not-so-expert opinion o
happenings in sports,
dedicated to covering all
sports and this columr
forum for them. I'm not
to paint a pretty picture,
paint a realistic one. If
something I don't like,
read about it. Feedba
encouraged from all re
So pull up a chair and le
down to business...
L.A. Kandi
My first thoughts
Pacific's
own
M
Olowokandi was draft
the No. 1 pick by th<
Angeles Clippers: "
Man meet Shaq. Shaq
Kandi Man." Are you ki'
me? Is L.A. big enough f
both of them?
Nike Tourney
I expect to see some
sized crowds for this
end's women's voll<j
Nike Tournament. UOI
face the crazy Yellow J.
from Georgia Tech F
night at 7 p.m. Come b
Saturday as the Tiger:
Creighton at 11 a.m. and
A&M at 7 p.m. Freshme:
is your chance to get you
taste of sweet volleyball
UOP-style. If you don't
have Elsa Stegemann
you!
Tough road trip
This Sunday at noo
Pacific women's soccer

See Corner, pf

